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RecommendationsConcerningSupply-Demand

Analysis

K.C. Hoffman

The analysis of supply-demandinteractionsand of the social,

economic, and technological implications of changes in demand level,

induced by both supply constraintsand changesin life style, is

recognizedas an important part of the IIASA Energy Program. A

variety of analytical techniquesis required to address this proble

It is probably not feasible, nor is it desirable to attempt to cove

this diverse range of interactionswith a single model. Rather,

attention should be directed towards linking several models together

based on consistentinput data and the appropriate transfer of

critical parametersbetweenmodels. The linkages must be established

initially with careful analysis and interpretation. As individual

models evolve and the linkages become better defined, these may be

strengthened.

A series of important questionsrelated to supply-demand

modeling were defined in a memorandumof 21 Jan. 1974 from Dr. Hgfe

These were:

1. What are the consequencesor implications of a reduction in

the primary demand for oil and gas of 5,10, and 25%? vfuat

difficulties arise and what is the sequence?

2. What are the consequencesor implications of a reduction in

growth of the primary energy demand from the present 4-5%

to 2-3%?
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). What is the optimal partition in the above-mentioned

situationsbetweenelectrical and non-electricalsecondary

energy?

4. What comments may be made on the Rand reports?

Paricular attention was given to the tools and models that

could.be employed in these supply-demandanalyses.These questions

are discussedin the balanceof this report. In addition a section is

is included at the end which outlines current and plannedactivities

of the Energy Systems Analysis Group at Brookhaven, that may be

relevant to the IIASA Energy Program.

1. Consequencesof reduction in demand for oil and gas: The reduction

in the use of these fuels will be consideredin the context of supply

constraintson their availability. The immediate consequencesof a
reduction in supply can be handledby allocation, rationing, or

through the price mechanism.There is little apportunity for interfuel

sUbstitution and the expansionof production of other fuels. This

near term problem is probably of interest to IIASA only in terms of

the implications it has for the longer term responseinvolving the

substitutionof other fuels for those that are in short supply.

Analysis of the U.S situation indicates that a 5 to 10% shortfall

of oil may be handled in the short run through conservationmeasures,

such as reduced automobile travel and spaceheating, with a minimum

economic impact. It would require at least a 10 year period, however,

to adapt to a 25% reduction in supply. This adaptationwould require

both conser.vationand substitutionof other energy forms.

An interfuel substitutionmodel should be used as the basic

analytical tool in analysis of this situation. Over the long term

the substitutionpossibilities are heavily dependenton the availability

of specific technologiessuch as coal liquefaction and the electric

car. Since the longer term will probably involve increasedreliance on
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nuclear power al1d increasedelectrification of the system;a- model of

the nuclear fuel cycle and electric sector is required. Dynamic models

are neededhere and the ｈ ｾ ｦ ･ ｬ ･ Ｍ ｓ ｣ ｨ ｩ ｫ ｫ ｯ ｲ and Manne models are most

appropriate.The technologicaldetails may be introduced in specific

time frames by the use of the Hoffman L.P. model. The use of this

model will allow the developmentof increasedend use and technical

detail. A dynamic version of this model is under developmentat

Brookhaven, however, this is not felt to be a crucial feature since

the limitations attributable to dynamic elementsother than the

nuclear fuel cycle may be treated rather simply by adding constraints

to the static model. The dynamic models of the electric and nuclear

sectors thus may furnish appropriateconstraintson the nuclear-

electric and nuclear-hydrogensupply options in the static L.P. model.

The static model in turn may be used to develop a detailed view of

the supply-demandconfiguration of the entire energy system at a

. gi ven point in time.

The Nordhaus model, which is a ､ｹｮ｡ｾｩ｣ mUlti-region L.P.
model with more aggregationthan the Hoffman static model would also

be useful to the IIASA program.

Extensive demand analysis is required to addressthe first two

questionsposed. Changes in fuel prices resulting from fuel substi-

tution may cause substitutionamong consumingactivities. No models
- --- -

are proposed for energy ､ ･ ｾ ｡ ｮ ､ analysis becauseit is felt that they

Ｍ ｡ ｾ ｉ Ｇ Ｍ ･ Ｍ ｟ ｾ ｡ ｬ ｬ Ｍ ｴ ｯ ｯ aggregated.Rela-£ively simple analyses (which are not de-

Ｍ Ｑ ｩ ｮ ･ ｾ ｨ ｾ ｲ ･ ｾ ｳ ｭ ｯ ｾ ･ ｬ ｳ Ｉ miy be employed to ｾ ｡ ｫ ･ the specific ｾ ｾ ｬ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｨ ｩ ｰ ｳ

ｾ ｾ ｟ ｾ ｴ ｷ ･ ･ ｮ life styles and energy demandsexplicit. The demands should be

｣ ｾ ｮ ｳ ｬ ､ ･ ｲ ･ ､ ｾ ｴ the level of functional -end use ｳ ｩ ｮ ｣ ｾ the sUbstitution

possibilities are dependenton this classification. It would be of

interest, for example, to consider the energy demands of the model

population for two life styles; Dantzig's compact city and a suburban

sprawl settlement.
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In consideringthe implications of supply ｲ ･ ､ ｵ ｣ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｾ ｴ ｨ ･

reallocation that takes place across income groups must be addressed.

Such reallocationcan have severesocial and political consequences.

The price changesresulting from fuel supply constraintsand the

substitutionof more costly energy sources may have an impact on the

economy. This implication also arises in the context of the second

question and will be discussedin the following section

2. Implications of a reduction in growth rate for all energy demands:

Here the economic consequencesbecome more important. Constraints

on the supply of all energy forms will force the sUbstitution of less

energy intensive technologiesand activities. This question can be

addressedthrough the use of macroeconomicmodels of the Houthakker-

Jargensonand Wharton School type. These should, however, be coupled

with an interfuel substitutionmodel to get around the problem

wi th ｩ ｮ ｐ ｬ ｬ ｴ Ｍ ｾ ｯ ｵ ｴ ｰ ｵ ｴ models_of fixed coefficiants,at least ｟ ｾ ｮ the energy

. ｾ｟･ＭｾＭｴｯＭｲ ｾＭ｟ Ｈｾｵ｣ｨ work is. underViay at Brookhavenand should be completed

Ｍ ｾ ｾ Ｍ ｟ Ｚ ｟ ｾ ｾ Ｙ ｟ Ｇ ｭ ｯ ｮ ｾ ｨ ｳ y

Again, demand analysis is important in relation to this question.

The implications are dependenton the distribution of the growth

reduction across demand sectorsand across income groups.

3. Optimal partition betweenelectrical and non-electricalsecondary

･ ｮ ･ ｲ ｲ ｾ forms: This is a more specific aspectof the interfuel subsiti-

tution problem discussedin section 1 above. Greater·definitionof the

componentsof the 10 or 20 Kw/capita energy budget is neededto

determine the optimal partition. This definition must be basedon

functional end use, and the specific technologiesassumedare important

(e.g., water splitting, hydrogen aircraft, methanol fueled or electric

vehicles)

The same analytical techniques-discussedpreviously are pertinent

to this questiori. My personal view of the trend with respect to the

introduction of hydrogen or a synthetic fuel such as methanol derived

from hydrogen goes as follows. The first step will involve the use of

coal in those nations rich in this resource,and off-peak, nuclear-

electrolysis in other nations)to produce hydrogen. The hydrogen
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(or methanol) would be used for peak-electricgenerationand other

direct uses where environmentalconsiderationsdictate it" -(e .g. urban

rleet vehicles). This step could take place within 10 years. In the

next step (10-20 years) base load nuclear-electrolysiswould be

employed to produce these synthetic fuels. After 20 years thermo-

chemical water splitting, biochemical conversionbasedon solar energy,

or some other technology may corne into the picture.

In any event increasedelectrification of the energy systemseems

inevitable, perhaps reaching the 35 to 60% level by 2000 in the

U.S. The uncertainty in this range depends on the specific end use

technologiesthat are employed, the impact of environmentalgroups

on nuclear plant constructionschedules,and the responseof domestic

natural gas and oil production to deregulationand price increases.

4. Rand report on energy in California: It is felt that the Rand

report suffers from a lack of attention to technologicaldetails and

too narrow a focus on the electric sector. In recommendinggeothermal

energy overnuclearenergy, no attention was given to the waste heat,

H2:3' and subsidenceproblems associatedloTi th the geothermalpower

systems.The report also indicates that a price rise will slow the

growth of electricity demands and lead to the substitution of natural

gas. Nothing was said of the likely unavailability of additional

quantities of gas. The Rand group downplays the economic consequences

of price rises for electricity with little ｡ ｮ ｡ ｬ ｹ ｳ ｩ ｾ but does recommend

a cautious approachuntil the initial consequencesare observed.

5. Summary of Brookhaven Enercy Systems Analysis activities

a) Energy Model Data Base (EMDB).

This is an extensivedata base covering 593 energy supply processes

(long wall coal mining, catalytic cracking of oil, etc.) and 200 enerfY

demand activities.
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ｅｦｦｾ｣ｩ･ｮ｣ｹＬ air and water emissions,occupationalhazards,and

cost are quantified for each process.This data base will be available

on tape in about 2 months. A summary COPy of the EMDB was left with

Dr. Charpentier.The data base was designedby Brookhaven and we also

gatheredthe efficiency data. Hittman Associatesgatheredthe environ-

mental data. The EMDB will be used at Brookhaven to develop coeffi-

cients for the models in use there.

b) Model ｄ ･ ｶ ･ ｬ ｯ ｰ ｭ ･ ｮ ｾ Ｚ the linear programmingoptimization model is

being expandedto 400 variables and coupled to a 365 sector input-

output model. A dynamic L.P. model is being developed.

c) Biomedical and EnvironmentalAssessment.A comprehensiveassessment

of the transport mechanismand damage functions of the major energy

externalitiesis being performed by a group under the direction of

Leonard.Hamilton, M.D. This activity will provide information for

energy systemsanalysis as well as to the AEC Division of Biomedical

and EnvironmentalResearchto help guide their allocation of research

funds.

d) Studies:

1. Technology Assessmentto develop energy R+D plan

2. Regional studies of NYC urban region and Northeastmegalopolis.

3. Coal sUbstitution strategiesfor the year 1985: The attached

preliminary report summarizesthe results of this analysis. The sub-

stitution of electricity produced in coal-fired power plants with

802 controls for imported oil was studied. It was determinedthat

through increasedelectrification and conservation,oil imports could

be reduced to about 4xI06 bbl/day from the projected level of around

14xI06 bbl/day. Conservationmeasuresaccount for a 10% reduction in

total demand in 1985 and coal production must increase from 600xl06

tons/year to Ｑ Ｔ Ｐ Ｐ ｾ Ｑ Ｐ Ｖ tons/pearto make up the balance. The final

results of this analysis will be reported in a paper at the World

Energy Conference.


